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The so-called 'Lorimer' burst was spotted in 2007 -- and has
been baffling scientists ever since. "This is something that's
completely unprecedented," Duncan Lorimer, the West Virginia
University astrophysicist who made the discovery told Space at
the time.

www.huffingtonpost.ca/2013/07/05/lorimer-burst-radio-waves-galaxy_n_3549902.html

Lorimer Burst: Radio Waves From Another Galaxy Baffle
...

Fast radio burst - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorimer_Burst

Overview Contents Nomenclature Features Lorimer Burst Further developments Origin hypotheses

In radio astronomy, a fast radio burst is a high-energy astrophysical phenomenon of
unknown origin manifested as a transient radio pulse lasting a few milliseconds on
average. The first FRB was discovered by Duncan Lorimer and his student David
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average. The first FRB was discovered by Duncan Lorimer and his student David
Narkevic in 2007 when they were looking through archival pulsar survey data, and it is
therefore commonly referred to as Lorimer Burst. Many FRBs have since been found, iâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

The Case of the 5-Millisecond Cosmic Radio Burst | The
...
www.planetary.org/blogs/guest-blogs/2014/0514-the-case-of...burst.html
Lorimer et al. 2007. The Lorimer Burst The radio profile of the first Fast Radio Burst,
known as the Lorimer burst. The smearing of the signal across frequencies hints at its â€¦

Lorimer Burst â€“ Instrumental Post-Rock Band
lorimerburst.com
new singles available now . play . pause

Images of lorimer burst
bing.com/images
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Astronomers Find Mysterious Radio Burst - Space.com
https://www.space.com/4407-astronomers-find-mysterious-radio-burst...
Lorimer cautioned that it's impossible to say for certain what the radio burst might indicate
at this point, as it is the only one that has been detected so far.

Lorimer Burst - Home | Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/lorimerburst
Lorimer Burst. 192 likes · 21 talking about this. Instrumental Post Rock

What Are Fast Radio Bursts? - Scientific American
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-are-fast-radio-bursts
In 2007, astronomers digging through archival data from six years prior, found a very
strong, very brief burst of radio emission coming from an unidentified source in space.
The detection, sometimes called the Lorimer burst after the lead astronomer on the
project, was the first discovery of its kind.

The Mystery of Astronomy's 'Fast Radio Bursts' Only â€¦
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/mystery-fast-radio-bursts-gets-beautiful
But after Lorimer saw his first burst, he didnâ€™t get more of the same from the sky, as
Bell and the Soviet-watchers did. No one saw any more fast radio bursts, from anywhere
in the sky, for years.

Arecibo Observatory Detects Mysterious, Energetic â€¦
phenomena.nationalgeographic.com/.../mysterious-energetic-radio-burst
Another Parkes-detected burst, reported in 2012, didnâ€™t do much to alleviate doubts.
But that summer, a third Lorimer burst was described at the International Astronomical
Unionâ€™s general assembly in Beijing, China; as it turned out, this burst would be one
member of a quartet that astronomers would announce the next year in Science.

Lorimer Burst: Radio Waves From Another Galaxy Baffle
...
https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2013/07/05/lorimer-burst-radio-waves...
It came from a galaxy far, far away. A single, sudden burst of radio waves. And then it
was gone. The so-called 'Lorimer' burst was spotted in 2007 -- and has been baffling
scientists ever since.

A Bright Millisecond Radio Burst of Extragalactic Origin ...
science.sciencemag.org/content/318/5851/777.full
We analyzed archival survey data and found a 30-jansky dispersed burst, less than 5
milliseconds in duration, located 3° from the Small Magellanic Cloud. The burst properties
argue against a physical association with our Galaxy or the Small Magellanic Cloud.

The Mysterious Origins of Fast Radio Bursts ...
discovermagazine.com/2015/june/14-anomaly-from-above
The English radio astronomer at West Virginia University had asked an undergraduate,
David Narkovic, to comb through pulsar survey data from the Parkes Observatory in
Australia. One fateful day in 2006, Narkovic walked into Lorimerâ€™s office with
evidence of an unusual observation: a pulse of radio waves from the sky unlike any seen
before.
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